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Abstract: Verbal typology in Cheyenne has traditionally been analyzed following the terminology that
Bloomfield used in 1946 in order to describe Proto-Algonquian verbal classes. That terminology mixed
two syntactic concepts, namely valence and transitivity, in order to refer to the different types of verb
in Algonquian languages. Although in Cheyenne the verbal paradigms are available in a number of
excellent sources (Petter 1952; Meeussen 1962; Leman 1980b; Russell 1987), this article attempts to
provide a more comprehensive description of the verbal system in Cheyenne by classifying Cheyenne
predicates into three groups in terms of their semantic valence, that is the number of core arguments
they require: (1) one-place predicates, which are accompanied by only one core argument, (2) two-place
predicates, which have two core arguments, and (3) three-place predicates, which include up to three
core arguments. This classification will prove more accurate than the traditional four-way division, since
it captures better the existence of four further distinct verbal paradigms, namely those illustrated by the
construction including an inanimate subject and an animate patient, the Unspecified Agent construction,
and the ditransitive constructions with inanimate theme, and the ditransitive construction with theme.
On the other hand, the study of three-place predicates will occupy a special place in the last
part of the article, since it raises interesting questions, such as the number of arguments coded in the
verb, the semantic role played by these arguments, and the possible existence of alternations and splits.
Furthermore, the analysis of ditransitive constructions will allow us to classify this type of predicate in
Cheyenne in terms of the concept of alignment, which refers to the comparison of the properties of the
core arguments of the predicate.
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1. Introduction
Traditionally verbs have usually been divided into three categories in terms
of their transitivity: intransitive verbs, (mono)transitive verbs, and ditran-
sitive verbs, according to the number of objects that they require syntac-
tically. Unlike the transitivity of a verb, which only considers the objects,
there is a related concept called verb valence or valency (Tesnière 1959),
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in which all the arguments taken by the verb are considered, including
the subject.
Furthermore, it is also useful to distinguish between two different
types of valence, namely syntactic valence and semantic valence, and these
do not necessarily coincide. For instance, in a passive sentence, the syntac-
tic valence of the verb is reduced from two to one since the by-phrases are
peripheral adjuncts rather than obligatory core arguments of the passive
verb. Yet, they continue to be semantic arguments of the verb because the
predicate requires an agent NP, which is represented by that adjunct. In
this paper, although I will also make use of the traditional nomenclature
used to describe verbs in the Algonquian languages (Bloomfield 1946),
which mixes both concepts, in order to refer to the different types of verb
in Cheyenne, I will divide Cheyenne predicates into three groups in terms
of their semantic valence, which makes reference to the number of core
arguments required by the predicate, which can be represented either by
dependent NPs or by pronominal markers within the verb.
Once transitivity has been introduced, the remainder of the paper is
organized as follows. In section 2, I will classify Cheyenne within the Al-
gonquian group of languages and provide a brief description of its basic
morpho-syntactic features. In section 3, I will give a detailed account of
the hierarchical alignment exhibited by this language. In section 4, I will
outline the basics of the relevant Cheyenne morphology and syntax in sim-
ple one-participant and two-participant constructions by developing and
studying the different verbal paradigms of the Cheyenne verbal system,1
which are determined by the concepts of transitivity and animacy. Then, in
sections 4 and 5, I will undertake a deep analysis of three-place predicates,
which will allow us to classify Cheyenne as a language with a bias to-
wards secundative alignment, in accordance with terminology put forward
by Siewierska (2003) and Haspelmath (2005). Finally, section 6 closes the
paper with the main conclusions to be drawn, as well as some implications
for further research.
1 In Cheyenne, as in the other Algonquian languages, there are three major divisions
of verb forms, commonly named ‘orders’ following Bloomfield (1946, 97–103): Inde-
pendent, Conjunct, and Imperative. In this article, I will limit myself to illustrating
the verb patterns found in the Independent Order (in broad terms, the order oc-
curring in main clauses).
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2. Basic morpho-syntactic characteristics of Cheyenne
Considering the morphological complexity of the Cheyenne2 language, it
seems appropriate to include a brief section describing its basic morpho-
syntactic characteristics, such as word order, argument type, marking,
branching, and alignment. Cheyenne is an Algonquian language classified
within the Plains Algonquian group, whose languages (Cheyenne, Black-
foot, Arapaho, Gros Ventre) show a significant divergence with respect to
Proto-Algonquian both phonologically and lexically.
According to conventional morphological typology, Cheyenne is con-
sidered a polysynthetic language, since it exhibits a high morpheme-to-
word ratio, fairly regular morphology and verb forms that tend to include
morphemes that stand for the different arguments in the clause:3
(1) Ná-ohke˙-sáa-'oné'seóme-pe˙héve-tse˙hése˙-sto'ané-he.
(1)-regularly-neg-truly-well-Cheyenne-pronounce.ai-neg
‘I truly don’t pronounce Cheyenne very well.’ (Fisher et al. 2006, 179)
2 The Cheyenne language, known as Tsêhésenêstsestôtse in the native tongue, is
spoken on the Northern Cheyenne Indian Reservation in southeastern Montana
and on the Cheyenne-Arapaho Indian Reservation in central Oklahoma by ap-
proximately 2,000 individuals. The data in this paper come mainly from my native
consultants, supplemented with existing language materials such as a Cheyenne
Grammar (Leman 1980b) and two collections of texts (Leman 1980a; 1987) and
a Cheyenne Dictionary (Fisher et al. 2006). I wish to express my gratitude to my
anonymous language consultants, native speakers of Cheyenne with whom I have
conducted fieldwork since 2010, for kindly sharing their knowledge of this language
with me, and Wayne Leman and Robert Van Valin for their continued support and
their valuable and insightful comments, which have helped to improve the quality
of the manuscript considerably. I glossed and translated all of the examples that
occur in the paper, even the ones from the supplementary sources. Needless to say,
all errors remain my sole responsibility.
3 Abbreviations used in this paper: (1) – first person, (2) – second person, (3) – third
person/proximate singular agreement; (4) – fourth person/obviative agreement;
(11) – first person plural exclusive: (12) first person plural inclusive; (22) – second
person, (33) – third person plural agreement; sg – singular, pl – plural; an – ani-
mate, inan – inanimate; ii – intransitive inanimate verb, ai – animate intransitive
verb, ti – transitive inanimate verb, ta – transitive animate verb, ditr – ditran-
sitive verb; dir – directional; asp – aspect; fut – future, past – past; if – Illocu-
tionary Force; q – interrogative if, imp – imperative if; deic – deictic; loc – loca-
tive case marking; obv – obviative case marking; ben – benefactive case marking;
NP – Noun Phrase; refl – reflexive; rec – reciprocal; sing – singular, pl – plu-
ral; DO – direct object, IO – indirect object; A – agent, T – theme, R – recipient,
B – beneficiary.
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Cheyenne is a discourse-configurational language (Hale 1983; Jelinek 1984;
É. Kiss 1995), since it attaches more importance to the encoding of the
discourse functions topic and focus than that of the syntactic functions
such as subject and object. In this language, the clause constituents are
ordered according to the discourse functions and, therefore, the syntactic
functions cannot be deduced from their position in the clause. Thus, the
word order is so flexible that it allows all kinds of possible combinations as
to the position of the major constituents, that is, subject, verb and object
(SOV, VSO, VOS, OSV or OVS) for pragmatic reasons:
(2) SVO
Ného´ ééhe é-vésta˙hém-ó-ho hetanóho.
my.father (4)-help.ta-4:5-sg.A+5.P man (obv)
‘My father helped the man.’ (Redfox & Leman in Leman 1980a, 19)
(3) SOV
Tse´ tohe ka˙se´ ééhe séto˙hkeho é-x-hestan-óhoon-e.
deic young.woman rope (3)-past-take-with.hand.ti-3:I
‘This young lady took the rope.’ (ibid., 63)
(4) VOS
Mó-me´ -éve˙-hé-heškéhévóht-a ne-ma’kaatóhkonéhanótse tsé’tóhe.
would-surely-about-asp-dirty.ti-3:I our-buckets deic
‘This one would surely dirty our buckets.’
(Howlingcrane & Leman in Leman 1980a, 38)
(5) VSO
É-sta-ne˙še˙ševátamósest-o(-ho) hátšeške háhkotaho.
(3)-past-have.pity.on.ta-3:4-SG.A+4.P ant grasshopper (obv)
‘The ant had pity on the grasshopper.’ (Flyingout & Leman in Leman 1980a, 28)
(6) OVS
Moméheome é-h-ne˙h-na’h-ae-vó nóta˙xé-vé’hó’e.
whole.families (3)-past-?4-kill.ta-4:33-4.A+33.P warrior.whiteman (obv)
‘The soldiers killed whole families.’ (Strangeowl & Leman in Leman 1987, 37)
(7) OSV
Ka˙hamaxe˙ néhe he’e é-ta-mo˙heana-no˙-(o)tse.
sticks deic woman (3)-over.there-gather.ti-3:II+II.P-II.P
‘That woman gathered up the sticks.’ (Leman 1991, 3)
4 This preverb could be an intensifier.
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The Cheyenne language appears to be a clear example of a pronominal-
argument language, since it expresses all the arguments of the verb pronom-
inally with overt lexical Reference Phrases (RPs) being optional. Likewise,
Cheyenne is a head-marking language because all grammatical relations
are coded in the verb, which is the head of the clause, rather than in the
NPs, although the latter may also mark obviative case and sporadically
instrumental case:
(8) Ná-na´ h-o-o´ o šé´ še˙novoto.
(1)-kill.ta-1:33-33.P snakes
‘I killed the snakes.’
(9) Ná-na’h-o-o’o.
(1)-kill.ta-1:33-33.P
‘I killed them.’
Regarding the verb/satellite-framing parameter, Cheyenne is not such a
clear-cut case. On the one hand, it appears to be a satellite-framed lan-
guage since it uses a verb plus a particle to express motion, as in e´ eohtsé5
‘go up’ or e´ ehné6 ‘walk up’. On the other hand, however, it does not
describe the path of motion with a verb plus a separate particle, but by
means of a preverbal particle plus a verbal stem fused within a word. Thus,
we could argue that Cheyenne shows features of both satellite-framed and
verb-framed languages and its classification in one of these categories will
depend on how we regard the verbal complex: if we consider the verb
complex as only a word (i.e., ‘sentence syntax’: relationship between the
words inside a sentence), it would be classified as a verb-framed language
since the concept of motion is encoded in the verb as part of its root
meaning; however, if we consider the verb complex as a whole sentence
(i.e., ‘word-syntax’: relationship between the morphemes inside a word),
then the morphemes would function as words, and each of them would
be distinct from each other with a separate meaning, thereby fulfilling
the condition that satellite-framed languages have the concept of motion
encoded in a separate particle (i.e., ‘satellite’) associated with a verb.
As regards branching, it is very difficult to decide if Cheyenne can
be considered an example of a left- or right-branching language owing to
the fact that it does not favour a specific canonical word order and the
objects in this language can therefore appear before or after the verb.
5 e´ eohtsé → e´ (e) ‘up’ + ohtsé ‘go’
6 e´ ehné → e´ (e) ‘up’ + ehné ‘walk’
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Nevertheless, it shares a characteristic with left-branching languages since
adjectives in this language normally appear in the form of prenominal par-
ticles (e.g., ma´ háhke˙he ‘old’ + vé´ ho´ e ‘whiteman’ → ma´ háhke˙hevé´ ho´ e
‘old whiteman’). Regarding the use of adpositions, although these elements
normally appear as preverbal particles embedded into the verb complex,
their meanings can sometimes be expressed by nominal suffixes,7 which
would function as postpositions, which also reflects a characteristic typical
of left-branching languages.
3. Hierarchical alignment in Cheyenne
In addition to all these properties, the Cheyenne language, like the other
Algonquian languages, constitutes a clear example of a direct-inverse lan-
guage with hierarchical alignment. A direct-inverse language is one where
clauses with transitive verbs can be expressed by using either a direct or
an inverse construction and, consequently, the morpho-syntactic markers
vary with respect to the position of each argument in terms of a hier-
archy, hence direct-inverse languages are generally said to have hierar-
chical alignment. Thus, in Cheyenne the participants are arranged on an
Animacy–Topicality scale, which is characteristic of all Algonquian lan-
guages (figure 1).8
The hierarchy “2nd > 1st > 3rd > 4th > I” adheres to the universal
ranking of the local participants (i.e., first and second person) over third
persons, since the former are considered to have more animacy and salience
or topicality than the latter. Besides respecting this universal ranking, the
Animacy–Topicality hierarchy presents two further distinctions: one, the
second person is ranked in this language over the first person; and two,
7 For example:
(i) Ná-vé’še-oom-a-a´ e ka˙hámáxe.
(1)-with-hit.ditr-3:1:I-I.T stick
‘He hit me with a knife.’ (preverbal particle; Fisher et al. 2006, 315)
(ii) Ná-oom-a ka˙hama˙xéhéva.
(1)-hit.ta-3:1 stick-inst
‘He hit me with a knife.’ (nominal suffix; Leman 1980b, 171)
Although both options seem to be correct, the second option appears to be a
more modern form, which could have appeared at a later stage in its development
towards a more analytical language.
8 There appear to be a few Algonquian languages like Blackfoot (Bliss & Jesney
2005) that rank first person over second person.
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Figure 1: Animacy–Topicality hierarchy of Cheyenne
the division of the less topical participants, that is, the third person par-
ticipants into two different types, namely the proximate and the obviative,
on the basis of discourse topicality.
In Cheyenne, personal pronouns are not realized by free words;9
rather, they appear as particles attached to the verbal complex both in a
main clause and in a subordinate clause. These particles are divided into
two groups – prefixes and suffixes – that are very closely related because
they carry complementary grammatical information in terms of person,
number, animacy, salience and syntactic function. The marking of gram-
matical relations is conveyed by the prefixes and the suffixes simultane-
ously and we cannot therefore separate the information provided by each
of the affixes and assign each grammatical function a different affix. Con-
sequently, it would not be appropriate to take either the prefixes or the
suffixes exclusively into consideration when it comes to finding words or
particles that perform the same function as personal pronouns in English,
that is, expressions providing information about the person of the partici-
pants involved in the situation denoted by the predicate. Thus, the prefix
and the suffix do not correspond to the syntactic functions of subject and
object respectively. Instead, in this language the grammatical relations of
subject and object are fused with the agreement markers, so that both the
prefix and the suffix must be analysed as a whole.
9 As shown in Leman (1985, 19; 25), this language presents a number of expressions
whose function is analogous to that of personal pronouns, although their meaning
has an emphatic sense making them optional elements. Furthermore, it is not clear
whether these expressions should be considered as free forms, since they are fully
inflected verbal forms in both Independent and Conjunct Orders.
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In the Independent Order10 the verbal prefix, which appears to be
attached at the initial position of the verbal complex, is the element that
signals the most pragmatically salient participant according to the hier-
archy. In Cheyenne the personal prefixes present only one paradigm and,
consequently, they remain invariable regardless of the semantic role (the-
matic role) played by the participants in the clause (table 1).
Table 1: Personal pronouns realized by personal prefixes in Cheyenne
(Leman 1980b)
Person Affix
1st person singular (1) ná-. . .
2nd person singular (2) né-. . .
3rd person singular (3) é-. . .
1st person plural exclusive (11)11 ná-. . .
1st person plural inclusive (12) né-. . .
2nd person plural (22) né-. . .
3rd person plural (33) é-. . .
4th/5th/6th person (4) é-. . .
Inanimate (I) é-. . .
Thus, in Cheyenne the coding of the prefix depends on the nature (i.e.,
person and animacy) of the participants involved, rather than on the type
of the predicate (i.e., stative vs. active):12
10 Apart from the different information they convey (i.e., the Independent Order
includes all verb forms other than imperatives which can stand alone and the
Conjunct Order is used for all dependent verb forms), the Conjunct also differs from
the Independent Order in its relative poverty of agreement morphology, reflected in
the simplification of its suffixal agreements, and the different function of its prefix.
Thus, whereas in the Independent Order, the prefix serves to express grammatical
information in terms of the most pragmatically salient person, in the Conjunct
Order it indicates the verb mood (indicative, subjunctive, participle, etc.).
11 Cheyenne has two different first person plural forms: the inclusive option is used
to refer to ‘both you and I (and maybe others)’ (represented by ‘12’), that is, it
includes the person(s) addressed; by contrast, the exclusive form is used when we
only want to refer to ‘we’ (represented by ‘11’), thereby excluding the person(s)
addressed.
12 In Algonquian languages the animate/inanimate distinction is grammatical rather
than purely semantic. Therefore, although there is a close semantic correlation
between the concept of animacy and the notion of ‘having life’, this identification
is not completely predictable. Thus, whereas names referring to human beings,
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(10) Né-ho´ sotahe.
(2)-be.dirty.ai
‘You are dirty.’
(11) Né-táhoo´ e.
(2)-ride.ai
‘You ride / you are riding.’
a.(12) Né-óom-e.
(2)-hit.ta-2:1
‘You hit me.’
b. Né-oom-a˙tse.
(2)-hit.ta-1:2
‘I hit you.’
As we can see from examples (10), (11), and (12a–b), the form of the
personal prefixes remains invariable regardless of the type of verb and
the semantic role played by the participants in the clause. The second
person is considered the highest ranking person in terms of the hierarchy
in Cheyenne and this means that it is regarded as the most prominent
person in a situation. This will be reflected in the verb in the following way:
whenever a second person participant is involved in a clause, regardless of
whether it has the grammatical function of subject or object, the verb will
begin with the second person prefix né-.
The second most prominent participant is represented by the first per-
son, followed by the third person and finally by the obviated participants.
The lowest person in terms of hierarchy is the inanimate thing. Conse-
quently, depending on whether an action respects the hierarchical order or
not, we will say that the construction is direct or inverse (figure 2).
The direct construction is used when the subject of the transitive
clause outranks the object in salience or animacy and the inverse con-
struction is used when the object outranks the subject:
(13) Direct construction
Né-méhox-e.
(2)-love.ta-2:1
‘You love me.’
animals and plants (living entities) are always animate and most names refer-
ring to objects (non-living entities) are normally considered inanimate, there are
also some names referring to objects (e.g., hóhtséme ‘ball’, hoohe¯o¯´ o ‘flag’, and
ne˙hahtsenáhesto˙tse ‘napkin’) that are classified as animate.
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Figure 2: Direct and Inverse constructions in Cheyenne (Leman 1980b, 22)
(14) Inverse construction
Né-méhot-a˙tse.
(2)-love.ta-1:2
‘I love you.’
In (13) and (14) both verbal forms present the same prefix né-, which indi-
cates a second person participant, but the grammatical function of this ar-
gument is not known until the suffix is analysed. Thus, in (13) the suffix -e
indicates that the construction is direct and that this is a monotransitive
construction with two participants, namely, a second person participant
functioning as subject and a first person participant performing the role
of object. In (14) the suffix -a˙tse also indicates that this is a monotran-
sitive construction involving two participants, but now it shows inverse
alignment, since the subject, a first person participant, is lower in terms
of hierarchy than the object, a second person participant. As a summary,
in a direct construction the prefix indicates the person of the subject and,
in an inverse construction, the prefix signals the person of the object.
As mentioned above, Cheyenne not only uses prefixes to determine
the person of the participants, but also has a myriad of final particles or
suffixes covering a wide range of grammatical information (i.e., person,
number, animacy, salience and syntactic function) concerning the obliga-
tory arguments of the predicate:
(15) Ná-hoo’ e na˙-htona he-ma˙heó-ne.
(1)-stay.ai my-daughter her-house-loc
‘I am staying at my daughter’s house.’
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(16) É-ne˙-hé´ óhtse-o´ o Méave´ ho´ e-no.
(3)-dir-come.from.ai-33 Lame Deer-loc
‘They came from Lame Deer.’
In the examples given above we can observe that, on the one hand, the
prefixes ná- in (15) and é- in (16) indicate the person of the only core
argument of their respective predicates. On the other hand, the suffixes -0
in (15) and -o´ o in (16) provide the appropriate grammatical information
in terms of the person, number, animacy and syntactic function of the
only core argument, hence the grammatical information provided by both
prefixes and suffixes is complementary.
Finally, it is important to note the presence of an extra person named
‘fourth person’ or ‘obviative’. This fourth person, represented by both a
verbal suffix and a nominal suffix (typically -o/-ho/-óho) appears in two
different situations. Firstly, the obviated element can represent the less
salient third person participant in a situation where there are two third
person participants:
(17) Ná-néso é-tónoom-ó-ho he-vésenóho.
my-child (3)-wait.for.ta-3:4-SG.A+4.P his-friend (obv)
‘My child waits/is waiting for his friend.’
Secondly, obviation is also produced when there is a third person partici-
pant possessed by another third person participant:
(18) Peter he-me˙šemo é-sénoéstomo´ h-ó-ho.
Peter his-grandfather (obv) (4)-be.kind.ai-4-4
‘Peter’s grandfather is kind.’
Although, normally, there are only two third person participants in a sen-
tence, there could be more than two in specific situations potentially in-
volving the presence of a fifth or even a sixth person in the same sentence:13
13 Gensler (2003, 200) argues that “two object NPs may almost never co-occur”, and
this statement appears to be true for Cheyenne since my native consultants point
out that, although this sentence is grammatically correct, sentences including more
than one NP are not very common in natural discourse. Furthermore, according to
the same author (ibid., 194), “the double-object construction turns out not to be
particularly common in the world – even in heavily polysynthetic North America
there are surprisingly few cases”.
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(19) Tsé’to=14hé’e náhko˙hóho
deic=woman bear (obv)
‘é-vóo´ se˙h-ó-no-to he-mé’e˙škevotamo.
(3)-show.ditr-3:4:5-5.T-3/4.A/R+5.T her-baby (obv)
‘This woman showed her baby the bear.’
The obviation marker does not distinguish between singular and plural
number and therefore an obviated participant, whether it is a fourth,
fifth or sixth person, and regardless of its number, will always have the
same form.
4. The Cheyenne verbal system
An important difference between the prefixes and suffixes in Cheyenne is
that, apart from the fact that the suffixes contain more grammatical infor-
mation, the prefixes are invariable with respect to transitivity, that is, their
form is the same regardless of whether the verb is transitive or intransitive
or whether the participant they refer to is animate or inanimate, as dis-
tinct from suffixes, since both the transitivity of the verb and the animacy
of the participants have an influence on their form.
Transitivity and animacy are the two most crucial criteria used to
classify verbs in Algonquian languages. In Cheyenne, the verbs are tradi-
tionally divided into four types, as with the rest of the Algonquian lan-
guages (Bloomfield 1946), according to these two criteria. This four-way
division leads to the following verb types: inanimate subject + intransi-
tive verb (II), animate subject + intransitive verb (AI), animate subject+
transitive verb+ inanimate object (TI), and animate subject+ transitive
verb+animate object (TA). Although in Cheyenne the verbal paradigms
are available in a number of excellent sources (Petter 1952; Meeussen 1962;
Leman 1980b; Russell 1987), I find it useful to review some of the basic fea-
tures of the four different types of verbal classes with the aim of providing
a suitable background to a comprehensive analysis of its ditransitive verbs,
which differ in relation to the animacy and the number of the participant
functioning as direct object.
14 This symbol indicates that the demonstrative has been shortened: tsé´ tohe hé´ e →
tsé´ to=hé´ e.
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4.1. One-place predicates
The marking in one-argument predicates (i.e., intransitive verbs) in Che-
yenne differs only in terms of the animacy of its only participant, which
functions as subject. Although there are more AI than II stems, which
is only to be expected given that inanimate subjects are not nearly as
common in the real world as animate ones, the latter are particularly nu-
merous in Cheyenne. As regards their structure, the form of the prefix for
the inanimate subject coincides with that of the third person and obviated
participant, namely the prefix é-, the II stems end in -a (e.g., aséva˙ho´ tá
‘start (of a car)’, ne˙še˙ho´ tá ‘be hot’, etc.), -e (e.g., pe˙héva´ é ‘be good’,
a´ enó´ neotse ‘become dark’, etc.), or -o (e.g., émoosó ‘be silent’, estsévóé´ o
‘sink’, etc.), and only present plural suffixes (table 2).
Table 2: Prefixes and suffixes of an inanimate intransitive (II) stem in Cheyenne
II – Intransitive verb Inanimate subject
Inanimate singular é-. . .
Inanimate plural é-. . . -ne˙stse
(20) Há´ tó=ho´ honáevose é-háahpe¯´ o.
deic=mountain (I)-be.very.big.ii
‘That mountain is huge.’
(21) Maahótse é-ma´ éveotsé-ne˙stse.
arrows (I)-be.blooded.ii-ii
‘The arrows are stained with blood.’ (Fisher et al. 2006, 124)
The AI class includes a lot of verbs whose subject is animate and that
require no object. Cheyenne AI stems normally end in -e15 (e.g., ka˙haneotse
‘be tired’, o´ hohné ‘play baseball’, etc.) but there are also some AI stems
ending in -a (e.g., mé´ hová ‘be hairy’) or -o (e.g., ma´ hao¯´ o ‘be large’).
Unlike in the plural, the singular forms have no inflectional endings and
only differ with respect to the prefix (table 3).
15 Leman (1980b, 23), in his account of the basic structure of Cheyenne verbs, regards
the ending -e in AI verbs as an “abstract final” particle and therefore does not
consider this ending to be part of the verbal root. Thus, in a verb like ho´ soo´ e
‘dance’, the root would just be ho´ soo and the stem (root+final) would be ho´ soo´ e.
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Table 3: Prefixes and suffixes of an animate intransitive (AI) stem in Cheyenne
AI – Intransitive verb Animate subject
1st person singular ná-. . .
2nd person singular né-. . .
3rd person singular é-. . .
1st person plural exclusive ná-. . . -e¯me
1st person plural inclusive né-. . . -ema
2nd person plural né-. . . -e¯me
3rd person plural é-. . . -o´ o
4th/5th/6th person é-. . . -óho
(22) É-pe˙héve-tano-o´ o.
(3)-good-feel.ai-33
‘They are happy.’
4.2. Two-place predicates
In relation to (mono-)transitive verbs, which have two obligatory argu-
ments with the syntactic functions of subject and object, there is an
interesting fact regarding the pronominal markers. As stated above, in
Cheyenne there is no one-to-one correspondence between the pronominal
markers and the obligatory arguments, since it is not possible to distin-
guish the morphemes that stand for the subject or object respectively and,
instead, both the agreement markers must be analysed as a whole.
The TA class, where both the subject and object participants are
always animate, makes up the biggest group of verbs in Cheyenne and
its paradigm of affixes illustrates its rich morphological system, which
avoids any case of ambiguity. Owing to the size of the chart showing this
paradigm, it will be given in Appendix (table 12).
(23) Ná-e´ hahtov-oo´ o tsé-héstoo´ éšeehaese.16
(1)-respect.ta-33.P my.parents
‘I respect my parents.’
16 The expression tséhéstoo´ ešehaese is indeed a participial verbal form in the Con-
junct Order formed by the complementizer tsé-, the TA stem héstoo´ éšeeh meaning
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(24) Né-pe˙hév-atam-a˙tse.
(1)-good-regard.ta-1:2
‘I like you.’ (lit. ‘I regard you as good.’)
There are also a large number of verbs that require an animate subject
and an inanimate object. They are called TI stems and the extent to which
there is distinctive singular and plural object marking in these verbs shows
considerable variation across the Algonquian languages. Thus, unlike other
Algonquian languages such as, for example, Cree (Wolvengrey 2011), in
Cheyenne the suffixes modify their form depending on the number of the
object (table 4).
Table 4: Prefixes and suffixes of a transitive inanimate (TI) stem in Cheyenne
TI – Transitive verb Inanimate object Inanimate object
Animate subject Singular Plural
1st person singular ná-. . . - a/e ná-. . . - ano˙tse/eno˙tse
2nd person singular né-. . . - a/e né-. . . - ano˙tse/eno˙tse
3rd person singular é-. . . - a/e é-. . . - ano˙tse/eno˙tse
1st person plural excl. ná-. . . - ánóne/énóne ná-. . . - anone˙stse/enone˙stse
1st person plural incl. né-. . . - anone/enone né-. . . - anone˙stse/enone˙stse
2nd person plural né-. . . - ánóvo/énóvo né-. . . - anovo˙tse/enovo˙tse
3rd person plural é-. . . - ánóvo/énóvo é-. . . - anovo˙tse/enovo˙tse
4th person é-. . . - otse/etse é-. . . - otseno˙tse/etseno˙tse
(25) É-ne˙hpo´ a´ ó´ ts-e he´ nétoo´ o.
(3)-lock.ti-3:I door
‘He locked the door.’
(26) Né-é´ vo´ e˙ha¯htse-no˙-(o)tse évo´ sóeseono˙tse.
(2)-break.ti-2:II+II.P-II.P toys
‘You broke the toys.’
There is, furthermore, another verbal class, commonly referred to as the
‘TA inanimate agent’ paradigm with only a few verbs and involving an
inanimate agent acting upon an animate patient, that is, the subject is
inanimate and the object, animate. It is particularly noteworthy that Che-
‘raise’, and the agreement marker -aese indicating an obviative agent and a third
person singular patient, hence its literal meaning would be ‘those who raised me’.
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yenne shows a different paradigmatic set with respect to other Algonquian
languages, since in this language this construction is also built on a TA
paradigm although its inflections are identical to the TI forms, rather than
to the AI or TA forms as might be expected (table 5).
Table 5: Prefixes and suffixes of a transitive verb with inanimate subject and
animate object in Cheyenne
Transitive verb 1st p. sing. 2nd p. sing. 3rd p. sing. 1st p. pl. excl.
Inanimate subject (1) (2) (3) (11)
Inanimate ná-. . . -oo´ e né-. . . -oo´ e é-. . . -oo´ e ná-. . . -óénóne
Singular ná-. . . -aa´ e né-. . . -aa´ e é-. . . -aa´ e ná-. . . -aenone
Inanimate ná-. . . -óeno˙tse né-. . . -óeno˙tse é-. . . -óeno˙tse ná-. . . -óenone˙stse
Plural ná-. . . -aeno˙tse né-. . . -aenotse é-. . . -aeno˙tse ná-. . . -aenone˙stse
Transitive verb 1st p. pl. incl. 2nd p. pl. 3rd p. pl. 4th p.
Inanimate subject (12) (22) (33) (4)
Inanimate né-. . . -óenone né-. . . -óénóvo é-. . . -óénóvo é-. . . -óetse
Singular né-. . . -aenone né-. . . -aenóvo é-. . . -aenóvo é-. . . -aetse
Inanimate né-. . . -óenone˙stse né-. . . -óenovo˙tse é-. . . -óenovo˙tse é-. . . -óetseno˙tse
Plural né-. . . -aenone˙stse né-. . . -aenovo˙tse é-. . . -aenovo˙tse é-. . . -aetseno˙tse
All the forms present in table 5 show two options. There is, however, no
principle ruling the use of one or another option since the choice appears
to be lexically based:
(27) Ka˙hámáxe ná-a´ ta´ -oo´ e.
stick (1)-hit.ta.I:1-I.A+1.P
‘The stick hit me.’
(28) Ována´ xanéstahto˙tse né-ho´ e˙hó´ t-ae-no-ne.
peace (2)-come.to.ta-I:12-I.A+PL.P-12.P
‘Peace came to us.’
(29) Ho´ évohko˙tse ná-háomóhta˙hé´ (ov)-oo´ e.
meat (1)-cause.to.be.sick.ta.I:1-I.A+1.P
‘The meat made me sick.’ (Fisher et al. 2006, 47)
In the preceding discussion, a considerable number of examples have exem-
plified the four-way classification of the Cheyenne verbal system. However,
one construction that has not yet been detailed is the “Unspecified Actor”
construction (Hockett 1996), which is very similar to the English passive.
According to Petter (1952, 39) and Leman (1989, 55; 87), this “passive-
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like” construction consists in adding the suffix -ane to the verbal stem of
a transitive predicate, with the exception of the third person, which takes
-e.17 This construction is illustrated in the following examples including
both TA stems (30)–(31) and TI stems (32)–(33):
(30) Ná-hestáots-ane Mo´ o˙htávo˙heomené-no.
(1)-give.birth.to.ta-X:1 Lame.Deer-loc
‘I was born in Lame Deer.’
(31) Peter é-heševéh-e.
Peter (3)-call.ta-X:3
‘He is called Peter./His name is Peter.’
(32) Ameohesto˙tse é-hóxe´ án-e.
car (I)-clean.ti-X:I
‘The car was cleaned.’
(33) Amo´ a´ óva˙htsesto˙tse é-pe˙héván-e.
bike (I)-fix.ti-X:I
‘The bike was fixed.’
This construction could be compared to an English-style passive in the
sense that the syntactic valence of the verb seems to be reduced by one
whereas its logical structure remains intact. Wolvengrey (2011, 158) argues
for Cree that these are not “actorless” constructions, since they do “[. . .]
not remove the semantic argument from the understanding of the state of
affairs”. According to him, the evidence that this agent is present, despite
not being indexed and specified on the verb, comes from the fact that this
construction does not permit the lexicalization of the agent. In Cheyenne it
is not possible to include a lexicalized agent with this construction either:
(34)*Vo´ e˙stane ameohesto˙tse é-hóxe´ an-e.
someone car (I)-clean.ti-X:I
‘Someone cleaned the car.’
(35) Vo´ e˙stane ameohesto˙tse é-hóxe´ an-a.
someone car (3)-clean.ti-3:I
‘Someone cleaned the car.’
17 With a plural object both -ane- and -e are followed by inflectional suffixes (i.e.,
-néme (11), -nema (12), néme (22), -o´ o (33)
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As we can see in (35), the presence of a lexical element, namely the indef-
inite pronoun vo´ e˙stane ‘someone’, forces the agent to be interpreted as a
third person participant, reflected in the form of the pronominal affix -a.
Taking into account that we are dealing with a little-documented lan-
guage compounded by the fact that these examples do not abound in lit-
erature, it is seemingly difficult for us to gauge if these two suffixes should
be analysed as markers cross-referencing an agent impersonalizer or, in
contrast, as passive voice markers. However, given the close similarity that
exists between these two constructions, it appears plausible that this verbal
paradigm originally reflected an agent so indeterminate, general or easily
inferred from the context that it stopped being co-referenced by the verb.
Subsequently, this construction gradually underwent grammaticalization
becoming a construction similar to the English passive with the only dif-
ference being that the former does not permit the lexicalization of the
agent. This may be evidence enough for us to claim that this construction
is, in fact, different from the English passive.
This language also makes use of valence-increasing devices,18 whose
influence is reflected in the morphology of the verbal stem. For instance,
if the verb increases its valence, that is, if an intransitive verb becomes
transitive by adding another core argument, its stem will show a modifica-
tion. There is a correlation between transitivity and the abstractness of the
meaning of the predicate, so that the intransitive use, e.g., vóosané ‘see’,
denotes a more abstract or general meaning and the transitive use, e.g.,
vóóhtá ‘see something’ or vóom ‘see someone’, a more specific meaning. In
Cheyenne the specific meaning is usually accompanied by the presence of
a medial particle -t- for inanimate objects and -(e)m- or -tov- for animate
objects, which is inserted between the root and the pronominal affix:
(36) Ná-vóósáne.
(1)-see.ai
‘I see.’
(37) Ná-vóóht-a momóhto˙xe´ a´ xesto˙tse.
(1)-see.ti-1:I film
‘I see / am seeing a film.’
(38) Ná-vóóm-o na´ e˙stse hetane.
(1)-see.ta-1:3 one man
‘I see / am seeing one man.’
18 More examples will be provided in table 9, page 409.
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Regarding the order of the two core arguments, as mentioned above, word
order in Cheyenne is pragmatically conditioned and, consequently, the ba-
sic order of constituents is very flexible since it is frequently altered for
pragmatic reasons:
(39) Vé’ho’e na’e˙stse ésevono é-ná´ h-ó-ho.
white.man one female.buffalo (obv) (3)-kill.ta-3:4-SG.A+4.P
‘The white man killed a buffalo.’
(40) Na’e˙stse ésevono vé’ho’e é-ná´ h-ó-ho.
one female.buffalo (obv) white.man (3)-kill.ta-3:4-SG.A+4.P
‘The white man killed a buffalo.’
As can be deduced, word order in Cheyenne is not so crucial for the as-
signment of syntactic functions, since the rich morphology of both the verb
and the noun, or more specifically in this case, the marking of obviation
in the noun, prevents ambiguity: in the two former examples, despite the
fact that the order of the two obligatory arguments of the predicate has
been exchanged, we can see which NP stands for the subject and which
for the object owing to the grammatical information provided by both the
verbal agreement markers. Furthermore, the information provided by the
verbal suffix -óho reinforces this view since it specifies very clearly that the
third person participant vé’ho’e is the subject and the obviated constituent
na’e˙stse ésevono is the object.
4.3. Three-place predicates
Finally, we have predicates that require three core arguments. According
to Wolvengrey (2011, 152), there seems to be a general rule in Algonquian
languages by which TA verbs can have two or three participants, but only
two of the referents are marked. For example, in Ojibwa (Dryer 1986, 842)
the verbal paradigm for ditransitive constructions19 presents systems of
object affixes on verbs varying according to the Recipient (R) rather than
the Theme (T), something that seems to reflect the fact that the latter is
not coded in the verb. Dryer states that this is not surprising, given that
Rs are likely to vary in terms of person, while Ts in these constructions are
generally inanimate, so that it makes more sense functionally for the verb
19 Like Primus (1999), I will use the term “ditransitive” in purely semantic terms
to refer to a three-argument construction that consists of a (ditransitive) verb, an
agent argument, a recipient-like argument, and a theme argument.
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in a ditransitive clause to code the person of the R rather than the person
of the T, since the latter is generally more predictable. In addition, in
Blackfoot (Russell et al. 2012), ditransitive verb stems show cross-reference
with, at most, two participants, namely the A and the T, R or Beneficiary
(B), depending on the specific stem in question. Regarding Cheyenne, the
assumption that only two referents are coded by ditransitive verbs also
appears to be true and, as can be seen in (41), some of its three-place
predicates give preference to the A and R over the T:
(41) Né-het-a˙tse ka˙sovaahéso tsé-heše-pe˙hévae-se.
(1)-tell.ta-1:2 boy clm-rel-be.good.ai-3
‘I told you that the boy is good.’
The preference of the predicate het ‘tell’ for only two participants (the two
animate ones) is especially reflected in the final agreement marker -a˙tse,
which in turn reflects the fact that a first-person singular participant trans-
mits a message to a second-person participant. Taking this into account,
it seems plausible to argue that ditransitive verbs in Cheyenne behave like
TA verbs.
Nevertheless, there are many other verbs, such as the stems mét ‘give
to’, véestomev ‘ask for’, éestse˙stomev ‘speak about to’, nomáhtseh ‘steal
from’, véstomev ‘promise’, or vóo´ seh ‘show’ that behave like true ditran-
sitive verbs, since they appear to cross-reference the three core arguments
morphologically:
(42) Né-mét-o-no-vo mo´ éhno´ ha¯me.
(2)-give.ditr-2:33:4-4.T-33.R horse (obv)
‘You gave them a horse.’
(43) Né-tavá´ ne-véestomev-atse-no˙-(o)tse ma˙htohto?
(2)-may-ask.for.ditr-1:2:II-II.T-II.T ten.dollars
‘May I borrow 10 dollars from you?’ (lit. ‘May I ask you for ten dollars?’)
(Fisher et al. 2006, 293)
(44) Ná-véstomev-ó-no-to he'oho.
(1)-promise.ditr-1:3:4-4.T-SG.A+3.R+4.T woman (obv)
‘I promised him a woman/wife.’
In order to find out if these predicates mark their three core arguments
or only two of them, it seems to be necessary to compare the form of
the agreement markers shown by TI (table 4) and TA (table 12 in the
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Appendix) verbal paradigms with that of agreement markers of ditransitive
verbs (tables 13, 14, 15 and 16 in the Appendix):
Table 6: Comparison between TI, TA and DITR paradigms in terms of their
agreement markers
DITR. DITR. DITR. DITR.
(Inan.sing. theme) (Inan.pl. theme) (Anim.sg. theme) (Anim.pl. theme)
TI (sing. patient) 1/50 = 2% 0/50 = 0 % 0/50 = 0 % 0/50 = 0 %
TI (pl. patient) 0/50 = 0 % 0/50 = 0 % 0/50 = 0 % 0/50 = 0 %
TA 21/50 = 42 % 0/50 = 0 % 12/50 = 24 % 8/50 = 16 %
As can be deduced from table 6 above, we can see that, except for some
coincidences, mainly between the TA paradigm and the ditransitive with
an inanimate singular T paradigm and between the TA paradigm and the
ditransitive with an animate singular T paradigm, where nearly half (42%)
and approximately a quarter of forms (24%) are identical respectively, all
these verbal paradigms differ greatly, as can be illustrated in the examples
below:
(45) Né-met-atsé-no-vo˙-(o)tse na-maahótse.
(2)-give.ditr-1:22:II-II.T-22.R-II.T my-arrows
‘I give you (pl.) my arrows.’
(46) Ná-pe˙hévan-a-no˙-(o)tse na-maahe.
(1)-fix.ti-1:II-II.P-II.P my-arrows
‘I fix my arrows.’
(47) Né-vóom-atse¯-me.
(2)-see.ta-1:22-1.A+22.P
‘I see you (pl.).’
Examples (45)–(47) include a ditransitive, a TI and a TA stem respec-
tively and, as we can see, the ditransitive suffix -atsénovo˙tse appears to
mark the three participants required semantically by its predicate, namely
a first person singular A, a second person plural R and an inanimate plural
T, since its form is different from both the TI agreement marker -ano˙tse,
which indexes a first person singular A and an inanimate plural P, and
the TA agreement marker -atse¯me, which cross-references a first person
singular A and a second person plural direct P. The fact that the different
verbal paradigms that ditransitive verbs show are so different from both
the TI and TA verbal paradigms appears to provide strong evidence to
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claim that the agreement markers must index something other than two
participants, that is to say, something that indicates that an extra par-
ticipant is involved in the action, which leads us to claim that the three
participants are marked on the verb via indexation. This is, thus, different
from other Algonquian languages, since in most of them the addition of
a third participant in ditransitive constructions has no effect whatsoever
on the inflectional morphology of a monotransitive verb. It can therefore
be assumed that the three core arguments, and not only two of them, are
coindexed by the pronominal affixes in these verbs.
After the presence of agreement markers for the three obligatory ar-
guments in a ditransitive construction has been borne out, the remainder
of this section will be devoted to an examination of the ditransitive verbal
paradigm and an analysis of other types of three-argument constructions,
namely locative, benefactive and causative constructions.
Ditransitive verbs exhibit a very complex system of suffixes, which
vary with respect to the animacy and number of the participant play-
ing the semantic role of theme. Consequently, there will be four different
paradigms for ditransitive verbs according to the different grammatical fea-
tures of the element functioning as theme in the construction. Appendix
2 provides a table that includes the paradigm for the most common di-
transitive construction, where the Agent (A) and the Recipient (R) are
animate but the Theme (T) is an inanimate singular thing; then the table
included in Appendix 3 shows a ditransitive construction consisting of an
animate A, an animate R, and an inanimate plural T; next, the table in
Appendix 4 presents the ditransitive construction that includes an ani-
mate A, an animate R, and an animate singular T; and finally, the table
in Appendix 5 deals with the ditransitive construction where the A and
the R are animate and the T is animate plural.
On the other hand, as we can see throughout these charts, despite
the rich morphology exhibited by ditransitive verbs, whose suffixes carry
a great amount of grammatical information in terms of person, number,
animacy, salience and syntactic function, the three obligatory arguments
are not always accurately specified, which implies that there can sometimes
be some ambiguity in this type of construction:
(48) Né-mét-o-no-vo mo´ éhno´ ha¯me.
a. (2)-give.ditr-2:33:4-4.T-33.R horse (obv)
‘You gave them a horse.’
b. (2)-give.ditr-22:3:4-4.T-22.A horse (obv)
‘You (pl) gave him/her a horse.’
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c. (2)-give.ditr-22:33:4-4.T-22.A/33.R horse (obv)
‘You (pl) gave them a horse.’
Furthermore, this ambiguity might be even greater if we bear in mind that
there is no difference in number in the obviated element:
(48) Né-mét-o-no-vo mo´ éhno´ ha¯me.
d. (2)-give.ditr-2:33:4-4.T-33.R horse (obv)
‘You gave them horses.’
e. (2)-give.ditr-22:3:4-4.T-22.A horse (obv)
‘You (pl) gave him/her horses.’
f. (2)-give.ditr-22:33:4-4.T-22.A/33.R horse (obv)
‘You (pl) gave them horses.’
Ditransitive constructions are the most typical three-argument construc-
tions but there are other constructions that, although they do not match
the agent-recipient-theme pattern and, consequently, they are not coded
as ditransitive, also include three arguments. One example is provided by
the locative construction involving the English predicate ‘put’, which also
includes three obligatory arguments, namely an A, a P and a locative
(LOC):
(49) É-s-táho´ ts-é-no-vo˙-(o)tse héne mo˙xe´ e˙stoo´ o táxemése˙héstó(tse)-va.
(3)-past-put.ti-33:I-II.P-33.A-II.P deic book table-loc
‘They put that book on the table.’
The Cheyenne predicate táho´ tsé ‘put’ also requires three obligatory core
arguments and, as in English, two of these arguments (e.g., the agent and
the patient) are realized as direct core arguments and one of them (e.g.,
the locative) is an oblique core argument marked by a locative suffix.
Consequently, the verbal suffix -énovo˙tse only codes two arguments, an
animate A and an inanimate P, but does not reflect the presence of any
marker representing the L, despite the fact that this element is required
by the predicate. Thus, a noun expressing location co-occurs with an A
and a P, hence the verb reflects the TI paradigm, that is, it exhibits an
instance of a simple monotransitive construction.
Another example of a three-argument construction is the benefactive
construction involving the presence of an argument that is a beneficiary of
the action described by the verb:
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(50) Ná-mane˙stóota¯h-o-no˙-(o)tse hé´ tóhe mo´ ke˙hano˙tse.
(1)-make.for.ben.ta-1:3:II-II.T-II.T deic moccasins
‘I made these moccasins for him.’
The Cheyenne verb to render ‘make something for somebody’ is mane˙stóo-
tah, which is composed of the TI verb manestsé meaning ‘make something’
plus the final applicative particle -omotah, which signals the beneficiary of
the action. Unlike other Algonquian languages, the benefactive construc-
tion in Cheyenne cross-references all three participants,20 that is the A,
the P, and the B. By contrast, Wolvengrey (2011, 145) states for Plains
Cree – another Algonquian language – that this language gives preference
to animate over inanimate participants and, therefore, that these predi-
cates behave like TA verbs since they only code the two highest ranking
participants, leaving the T unmarked. Nevertheless, although it appears to
be an exceptional situation, the fact that this predicate ‘make’ semantically
requires a T, and that this is represented by a specific participant, makes
it possible for it to be marked on the verb. Consequently, it seems plausi-
ble to claim that the benefactive construction is a transitivity-increasing
process.
Finally, another type of three-argument construction is illustrated by
causative verbs, which involves the presence of an argument that is a causee
of the action described by the verb:
(51) Ná-vóo-´ se˙h-ae-no-to he-stónaho21
(1)-see-caus.ditr-3:1:4-4.T-3.A+4.T his-daughter (obv)
‘He showed me his daughter.’
As we can see in (51) the verbal suffix -aenoto22 reflects the fact that
the three participants, that is third person singular causer, a first person
singular causee and an animate P of the caused event, are marked, which
leads to the assumption that the addition of the causative final stem -´ seh
20 On the one hand, the TI verbal stem is manestsé ‘make something’ and its cor-
responding forms to ‘I make it’ and ‘I make them’ are: ná-mane¯stse and ná-
mane¯stseno˙tse (cp. TI (pl) -eno˙tse vs. BEN -ono˙tse). On the other hand, the
TA verbal stem is maneh ‘make someone’ and the corresponding expression to ‘I
make him’ is é-mane˙hóho.
21 The nominal stem is htona ‘daughter’.
22 This agreement marker can be compared with (a) -a/e, the verbal suffix that
marks the presence of an animate subject and an inanimate object in a TI stem,
and (b) -a(e), the verbal suffix that indicates the presence of an animate subject
and an animate object.
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makes the verbal stem ditransitive and therefore that this situation also
reflects a transitivity-increasing process.
In summary, both beneficiary and causative constructions provide an
important source for predicates marking three core arguments, leading us
to the assumption that, except for locatives, whose oblique element is not
marked on the verb, all types of three-place predicates in Cheyenne cross-
reference all their three core arguments.
5. Ditransitive alignment in Cheyenne
The study of ditransitive verbs has long been a challenging issue owing to
the number of arguments coded by the verb, the type of marking shown
by the arguments, the possible existence of alternations and splits, and the
pattern of alignment shown by them.
The concept of alignment23 captures the way in which the encoding of
transitive and ditransitive constructions differs across languages. Haspel-
math (2005) claims that, by analogy with monotransitive alignment, there
are three major ditransitive alignment types in terms of the encoding of
T and R compared to the monotransitive Patient (P): direct-indirect ob-
ject pattern or indirective alignment, where the T is identified with the
P in contrast to the R, primary-secondary object pattern or secundative
alignment, where the R is identified with the P while the T is distinct, and
neutral alignment, where the P, T, and R are all treated the same. There
are two more minor patterns referred to as tripartite, in which the T and
the R differ from the P and from each other, and double oblique/horizon-
tal, in which the T and the R are coded in the same way, but differently
from the P. However, both are uneconomical and hence rare.
These ditransitive alignment patterns can be determined in terms of
both coding criteria, namely flagging (case and adpositional marking), in-
dexing (person(-number) agreement or cross-referencing/verb coding), or
word order, and behavioural criteria, such as passivization, nominalization,
noun incorporation, relativization, the formation of constituent questions,
reflexivization, reciprocalization, or direct-inverse marking. These syntac-
23 Planck (1979, 4) seems to have been the first to use the term “alignment” to
indicate the way the arguments are coded in monotransitive ergative and accusative
constructions in a language, although since then it has also been extended to refer
to the comparison of the properties of arguments between monotransitive and
ditransitive constructions (Siewierska 1996; Haspelmath 2005; Bickel & Nichols
2009, among others).
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tic phenomena offer insights concerning the differential status of ditransi-
tive objects and, consequently, they help us deduce which is the argument,
T or R, functioning as the monotransitive P in a ditransitive construction.
5.1. Coding criteria:
Coding criteria, that is flagging, indexing, and word order, are considered
the primary means of argument coding. Bearing in mind the fact that both
Rs, as in (52), and Ts, as in (53), can receive obviative case marking and,
consequently, no argument is marked distinctly, it seems plausible to argue
that Cheyenne shows neutral flagging:
(52) Né-mét-ae-no-to ma´ xemeno.
(2)-give.ditr-3:2:4-4.T-3.A+4.T apple (obv)
‘She gave me an apple.’
(53) É-mét-ó-ho he-mé´ e˙ševotamo.
(3)-give.ditr-3:4:I-SG.A+4.R+I.T her-baby (obv)
‘She gave it to her baby.’
Regarding indexing, it is very easy to find out which of the two non-agent
participants behaves like the monotransitive patient since the ditransitive
verbal paradigms are more similar to their TA than TI counterparts, espe-
cially in the form of their theme suffixes (i.e., alternating suffixes; Russell
1987), which mark either direct or inverse direction (table 7).
As discussed above, Cheyenne ditransitive verbs are marked for both
the R and T. As can be observed in table 7, the different ditransitive verbal
paradigms show the same theme suffixes as the TA paradigm, regardless
of the animacy and number of the T. This means that R is the primary
object, which is always animate, since it behaves analogously as P. Fur-
thermore, in order to complete their agreement, ditransitive verbs show
other suffixes (see table 8) that carry information about the A, R, and T,
which becomes the secondary object. Consequently, given P is identified
with R, in contrast to T in ditransitive constructions, it is plausible to
claim that this construction exhibits secundative alignment.
According to Primus (1998) and Siewierska & Bakker (2007), the or-
dering of nominal objects in ditransitive constructions appears to be ruled
by a small set of principles, such as prominence, weight, or iconicity. When
it comes to analysing the order of full NPs in Cheyenne ditransitive con-
structions, we must bear in mind that, as mentioned in section 2, the word
order exhibited by the sentence constituents in Cheyenne may vary for
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Table 7: Comparison of theme suffixes in TI, TA and DITR paradigms
pragmatic reasons, which makes the distinction between the arguments in
terms of alignment much more difficult to discern:
a.(54) Tséhéhéto24 é-mét-ó-ho mo˙xe'e˙stoo'o tséheváseméto.25
my.father (4)-give.ditr-4:5:I-SG.A+5.R+I.T book my.brother
‘My father gave the book to my brother./My father gave my brother the book.’
b. Tséhéhéto é-mét-ó-ho tséheváseméto mo˙xe'e˙stoo'o.
my.father (4)-give.ditr-4:5:I-SG.A+5.R+I.T my.brother book
‘My father gave the book to my brother./My father gave my brother the book.’
In principle, given an appropriate context, any ordering pattern is accept-
able, but, even so, this variation must not be regarded as an example of
alternation since the different position of the two object NPs simply mod-
ifies the pragmatic focus of the sentence, without affecting the syntactic
and semantic properties of the arguments. Thus, although the position of
the NP arguments may vary, the form of the affix remains the same.
24 The expression tséhéhéto is indeed a participial verbal form in the Conjunct Order
formed by the complementizer tsé-, the preverbal particle -he- indicating posses-
sion, a verbal stem derived from the animate noun stem -héh ‘father’, and the
agreement marker -to.
25 The same as above in the previous footnote, with the exception of the nominal
predicate, since in this case the verbal stem derives from the animate noun stem
-vásem meaning ‘younger sibling’.
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According to Leman (1991, 37), Cheyenne appears to have a tendency
to place the newsworthy information (any element expressing a contrast,
introducing or changing a topic, or representing new information) prever-
bally (i.e., to the left) and inferable or evoked information postverbally
(i.e., to the right):26
(55) Tséhéhéto mo˙xe'e˙stoo'o é-hohtovoota-ó-ho tsé-he-axaa´ éhémeto.
my.father book (3)-buy.ben.ditr-3:4:I-SG.A+4.B+I.T his-sister
‘My father bought a book for my sister.’
It is generally assumed that the T participant – prototypically third per-
son, nonhuman, and indefinite – is usually more topical than the R argu-
ment – prototypically first/second person, human, and definite. However,
in Cheyenne, owing to the great variety exhibited by Ts in terms of animacy
and number, and the restriction that Rs can only be animate, Ts are less
topical than Rs. This would account for the fact that, despite the apparent
freedom of the constituents in this language, my native consultants, when
faced with the elicitation of examples of ditransitive constructions, tend
to provide the same translation, being biased to the word order T+R,27
especially in situations potentially leading to ambiguity:
a.(56) Néhe he¯´ e é-vóo´ seh-ó-no-to
deic woman (3)-see.caus.ditr-3:4:5-5.T-3.A/4.R+5.T
he-mé´ e˙ševotamo he-vésenóho.
her-baby (obv) her-friend (obv)
‘This woman showed her friend to her baby.’
b. Néhe he¯´ e é-vóo´ seh-ó-no-to
deic woman (3)-see.caus.ditr-3:4:5-5.T-3.A/4.R+5.T
he-vésenóho he-mé´ e˙ševotamo.
her-friend (obv) her-baby (obv)
‘This woman showed her baby to her friend.’
26 Although, in terms of information structure, it is cross-linguistically more common
to place the most topical participants to the left than to the right of the sentence,
Rhodes (2010, 638) also states for Ojibwa that “the most topical arguments appear
furthest to the right”.
27 This situation may also be due to the influence of the factor of iconicity, which
reflects the temporal ordering of speech events, and consequently, the T appears
to be more prominent than the R in this respect when they are represented by
NPs (Dik 1997). On the other hand, my native consultants also appear to alter the
order of the two NPs depending on their weight. Accordingly, they tend to place
light-constituents closer to the verb than heavy-constituents, especially when the
latter are complemented by a relative clause.
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The same situation appears to apply to other three-argument construc-
tions, as can be seen in the following example of a benefactive construc-
tion:
(57) Tséheškéto28 é-honóht-omota˙h-ó-ho
my.mother (4)-bake-ben.ditr-4:5:I-SG.A+5.B +I.T-4.A
vé'keahonoo'o tséheváseméto.
cake my.brother
‘My mother baked my brother a cake./My mother baked a cake for my brother.’
In summary, taking into account the fact that Ts tend to precede Rs in
ditransitive constructions leads to the assumption that this language ex-
hibits indirective alignment in terms of the word order of constituents.
This situation is, nevertheless, exceptional since sentences with more than
one NP are extremely rare in natural discourse, and consequently, it must
not be taken as an exception to the apparent tendency for NP IOs to pre-
cede NP ODs crosslinguistically when both are unmarked by preposition or
distinctive case (Blansitt 1973, 14; Faltz 1978, 82; Primus 1998, 438–439).
According to Gensler (2003, 217) the relative order of object-mor-
phemes in ditransitive constructions does not show any crosslinguistically
uniform pattern. More specifically, in Cheyenne, owing to the complex
morphology exhibited by their verbs, reflected in the fact that Cheyenne
verbal affixes do not simply consist of a combination of pronominal affixes
corresponding separately to the A, T, and R arguments, it is very difficult
to analyse separately the coding of the two arguments T and R, and con-
sequently the possibility of noticing a preference for any specific pattern in
terms of the ordering of bound forms (i.e., non-alternating suffixes; Russell
1987) in this language may be merely tentative (table 8).
The fact that these bound forms can therefore be considered as port-
manteau forms where the different markers representing the grammatical
relationships existing between the arguments are fused into single morphs
and that verbal suffixes occur in a strictly fixed order (i.e., tse-me-no-ne-
vo/tse/o´ o) appears to indicate that there exists no special preference for
one argument over the other with respect to ordering.
However, by comparing the indexing patterns in table 8, we could
perhaps notice that the R bound forms are a slightly closer to the ver-
bal stem than the T bound forms, which seems to suggest secundative
28 The same as above in footnote 24 with the exception of the nominal predicate,
since in this case the verbal stem comes from the animate noun heške meaning
‘mother’.
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Table 8: Ordering patterns of ditransitive verbal suffixes in the Independent
Order
indexing. This would confirm the assumption that, when both T and R
are unflagged, the R generally precedes the T.29 This assumption appears
to derive from the fact that R is generally more animate and often more
definite than the T (Malchukov et al. 2010, 16), making this ordering func-
tionally preferred owing to the prominence of the human-nonhuman and
definite-indefinite order of elements.30
Taking into account both types of ordering, namely in terms of both
bound and free forms, it seems plausible to argue that the “mirror-image
pattern” posited by Primus (1998, 439; 471), whereby the ordering of af-
fixes/clitics is the mirror-image of the ordering of full NPs, is not found
in Cheyenne. Given that it is a pronominal-argument language and that,
consequently, pronominal clitics occupy argument positions, it seems rea-
sonable to claim that the ordering of bound forms has preference over that
of full NPs, which leads us to highlight the importance of the concepts of
animacy and specificity in this language.
29 Gensler (2003, 201) posits that, although the IO–DO ordering could be deemed, in
functional terms, the “most natural” order, there is no indication that this ordering
is favoured crosslinguistically.
30 Zwicky (1977, 25) also states that this is a frequent pattern for clitics.
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The referential factor of specificity plays an important role in Che-
yenne since it affects the transitivity of a verb and may, consequently,
influence the alignment pattern. Thus, the Cheyenne equivalents of predi-
cates such as ‘give’, ‘ask for/borrow’, ‘tell’, ‘steal’, or ‘bake’, are intransi-
tive, monotransitive, or ditransitive predicates depending on the specificity
of their arguments since they vary the form of their stem according to the
number of arguments they cross-reference (table 9).
Table 9: Effect of specificity on transitivity
Verb stem AI TI TA DITR
-mé- ‘give’ mea´ e mea´ e méa´ tov mét
-véest- ‘ask for, borrow’ véestono´ he véestá véestan véestomev
-éest- ‘tell, speak’ éestse éestsé´ tá éestse˙stov éestse˙stomev
-nomáht- ‘steal’ nomáhtsé nomáhtsé nomáhtsé´ tov nomáhtseh
AI stems are used with one argument indexed on the verb, TI and TA
stems are used with two arguments indexed on the verb, differing as to the
gender of the primary object, and ditransitive stems cross-reference three
arguments. Consequently, the referential factor of specificity plays a signif-
icant role in the marking of arguments in ditransitive constructions since
the specificity of the arguments governs the choice between the indexing
of A, A plus T and A plus R in AI, TI and TA stems, as can be seen in
the following examples including the predicate méa´ e ‘give’:
(58) É-méa-o´ o.
(3)-give.ai-33
‘They give.’
(59) É-méa´ e hé-stáme31 vo´ e˙stanóho.
(3)-give.ti.3:I his-food people
‘He gives his food to people.’
(60) É-méa-no-to mahpe.
(3)-give.ta-3:4.4.R-3.A+4.R water
‘He gives him water.’
(61) Né-mét-am-ó-no-to mo´ éhno´ ha¯me naka´ e˙škóne˙hamo.
(2)-give.ditr-4.R-2:4:5-5.T-4.R+5.T horse (obv) my.children (obv)
‘You gave them a horse.’
31 The addition of the suffix he- ‘his’ to the word htáme ‘food’ provokes a modification
in the first consonant.
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In examples (58)–(61), the clauses include non-specific participants, which
are not indexed on the verb ‘give’. For example, in (58) both the T and
R are absent from the clause and consequently the verbal form presents
an AI stem. Likewise, although both the R in (59) and the T in (60) are
present in the clause, they do not refer to specific participants and are not
coindexed by the verbal agreement marker either. Unlike these examples,
in (61) all three participants are specific and, consequently, are indexed on
the verb, as can be seen in the form of the agreement markers.
Likewise, this situation appears to confirm that alignment types
should be associated with particular constructions, rather than with en-
tire languages because, although in the simplest case a language has just a
single ditransitive construction, some languages show more than one. For
instance, the Cheyenne predicate meaning ‘give’ can cross-reference differ-
ent arguments and consequently exhibits different alignment patterns in
terms of indexing depending on the specificity of its referents (table 10).
Table 10: Splits exhibited by the Cheyenne predicate mé- ‘give’
Predicate Stem Cross-referenced participants Meaning
-méa´ e- AI Agent ‘give something (non-specific) to
someone (non-specific)’, e.g., (58)
-méa´ e- TI Agent, Theme ‘give something to someone (non-
specific’, e.g., (59)
-méa´ tov- TA Agent, Recipient ‘give something (non-specific) to
someone’, e.g., (60)
-mét- DITR Agent, Recipient, Theme ‘give something to someone’, e.g.,
(61)
The root -mé- combines with abstract AI, TI, TA and DITR finals to cre-
ate stems meaning ‘give’, as shown in table 10 and in examples (58)–(61).
Depending on the specificity of the referents involved, the stem méa´ e may
present two alternatives since it can index either no argument or the T,
which becomes the primary object. In contrast, the stem méa´ tov presents
an irregular inflectional paradigm which codes only the R, which becomes
the primary object. Finally, the ditransitive stem mét cross-references its
three obligatory arguments in a construction that appears to give prefer-
ence to the R over the T and, consequently, appears to favour secundative
alignment.
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5.2. Behavioural criteria
Besides the coding criteria, we can also establish the alignment type for
ditransitive constructions by analysing the properties the T and R argu-
ments show in other constructions, such as passivization, nominalization,
noun incorporation, relativization, the formation of constituent questions,
reflexivization, reciprocalization, or direct-inverse marking.
As mentioned above, Cheyenne does not exhibit the typical English-
like passive construction and its closest equivalent, the Unspecified Agent
construction, does not offer us any evidence to differentiate between the
properties of the two objects:
a.(62) Né-mét-s-e-me-no-ne na’éstse ho´ ota.
(2)-give.ditr-*32-2:11:I-2.A+11.R-PL.R+I.T-11.R one necklace
‘You gave us a necklace.’
b. Ná-me˙t-án-é-nó-ne na’éstse ho´ ota.
(1)-give.ditr-X.A-X:11:I-PL.R+I.T-11.R one necklace
‘We were given a necklace.’/‘A necklace was given to us.’
(lit. ‘Someone gave us a necklace.’)
The only possibility of distinguishing between the behaviour of the two
objects by means of this construction would be by ascertaining if the prefix
refers to the R or T. Nevertheless, it has not been possible for me to find
any examples of a ditransitive construction with either a first or second
person T33 or with an inanimate R, which means that, taking into account
the Animacy–Topicality hierarchy, the prefix will always refer to: (1) the
R, in cases including a first or second person R, or (2) ambiguously either
to the R or T, in cases including a third, fourth or inanimate R.
Relativization does not help us to ascertain which of the objects be-
haves in the same way as the monotransitive P since both T and R can be
relativized and, consequently, no difference with respect to accessibility to
this syntactic construction can be observed:
(63) Mo˙xe´ e˙stoo´ o tsé-x-hesta¯n-o náhe hetane.
book clm-past-take.ti-3:I deic man
‘The book that that man took.’
32 It must be noted that when the final sound of a verb is /t/, it will become /ţ/
when pronouncing the suffix (e.g., mét ‘give’).
33 The same situation occurs in Delaware, another Algonquian language (Goddard
1979, 37; 152).
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(64) Mo˙xe´ e˙stoo´ o tsé-h-mét-o˙tse34 néhe
book clm-past-give.ditr-3:4:I deic
‘hetane náhe ka˙sováaheho.
man deic boy (obv)
‘The book that this man gave to that boy.’
(65) Ka˙sovááhe tsé-h-mét-o˙tse néhe hetane mo˙xe´ e˙stoo´ o.
boy clm-past-give.ditr-3:4:I deic man book
‘The boy to whom this man gave the book.’
In Cheyenne all P, T, and R are accessible to relativization and the same
construction is used for all three, which leads to the claim that, in terms
of this criterion, Cheyenne exhibits a neutral alignment pattern.
Another criterion that does not help us distinguish between R and T
concerns the formation of constituent questions, since both objects can be
questioned within a ditransitive construction:
(66) Hénová´ e tsé-h-mét-o˙tse néhe
what clm-past-give.ditr-3:4:I deic
‘hetane náhe ka˙sováaheho.
what clm-past-give.ditr-3:4:I deic
‘What did this man give to that boy?’35
(67) Néváasóho tsé-h-mét-o˙tse néhe hetane mo˙xe´ e˙stoo´ o.
who (obv) clm-past-give.ditr-3:4:I deic man book
‘Who did this man give the book?’
In these examples both objects, namely the T mo˙xe´ e˙stoo´ o ‘book’ and
the R náhe ka˙sováaheho ‘boy’, can be questioned and, consequently, no
restrictions on questioning certain arguments are found in Cheyenne.
This language expresses reflexivity and reciprocity in the same way,
since both constructions use the same verbal affix, namely -ahtse (Leman
1985; Murray 2008). When the subject in a construction containing this
suffix -ahtse is singular, the construction is reflexive. Nevertheless, when
34 The simplification of suffixal agreement in the Conjunct Order is here reflected
by the fact that the animacy and number of the semantic secondary object is not
marked in the ditransitive verb.
35 Wh-questions with interrogative pronouns are clefted in Cheyenne, so the literal
translation of this question would be: ‘what is it that this man gave to that boy?’.
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the subject of this type of construction is plural, then the verb is potentially
ambiguous in terms of a reflexive or reciprocal reading. Regarding the
formation of reflexive and reciprocal ditransitive verbs, it is of particular
note that, although the verbal stem of these verbs reflects the number
of syntactic arguments they require, it takes an TI or TA inflection,36
depending on the animacy of the T. Another interesting point lies in the
fact that the presence of the -ahtse suffix allows us to differentiate between
the two objects, since it only permits the coreference between A and R,
but not between A and T:
(68) Ná-mét-a˙htsé-nó-ne ma´ kaata.
(1)-give.ditr-refl/rec-11:11:I.PL.A+I.T-11.A money
‘We gave themselves/each other the money.’
(69) Ná-mét-a˙htsé-no-ne-o´ o matanaévé´ hó´ e.
(1)-give.ditr-refl/rec-11:11:33.33.T-11.A-11.A+33.T police
*‘We gave themselves/each other to the police.’
!!!‘We gave the police to themselves/each other.’
As we can see, there is a preference for R over T associated with reflexive
and reciprocal constructions, which may be due to the concept of animacy,
since Rs can only be animate participants and Ts can only be third per-
son, especially nonhuman participants, and both a reflexive and reciprocal
relation normally presuppose animacy on the part of the subject and ob-
ject, so that R is a better option than T for these two syntactic criteria.
Accordingly, this leads to the claim that in terms of these two criteria,
Cheyenne exhibits secundative alignment.
In Cheyenne it is not possible to genitivize R or T in a ditransitive
construction. Likewise, I have not been able to find any example of noun
incorporation in a ditransitive construction. Accordingly, this implies that
neither of these two criteria plays a role in differentiating between the two
objects.
By contrast, I have discovered that the two objects show different
behaviour in terms of the direct-inverse marking exhibited by Cheyenne.
Thus, direct-inverse marking shows a clear secundative bias since, owing
to the restriction that it is not possible to construct ditransitive sentences
with inanimate Rs that are prototypically human, or first or second person
Ts37 that are prototypically nonhuman, and also to the ranking of argu-
36 Reflexive and reciprocal monotransitive verbs take an AI inflection.
37 Although it is possible to find examples including an equivalent of the English verb
introduce (e.g., Náhe hetane/móneka˙sováahe é-héne´ enova˙hé´ se˙hónoto he-mé´ oono
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ments on a prominence scale (i.e., Animacy–Topicality hierarchy) that
always favours animate over inanimate participants, only the person of
either the A or R, but not that of T, can appear as a prefix in a verbal
complex.
In sum, given the results obtained above, it seems clear that we can
assess the alignment type for each coding and behavioural criterion sepa-
rately so that it is possible to find mismatches. The following chart shows
a summary of the alignment types found for the predicate -mét- in terms
of both coding and behavioural coding criteria (table 11).
Table 11: Alignment type for the predicate -mét- ‘give’
Criteria Alignment type
1. Coding criteria
Flagging Neutral alignment
Indexing Secundative alignment
Word order:
a. NPs Indirective alignment
b. Bound forms Neutral/Secundative alignment
2. Behavioural criteria
Passivization Neutral alignment
Nominalization —
Noun incorporation —
Relativization Neutral alignment
Constituent questions Neutral alignment
Reflexivization Secundative alignment
Reciprocalization Secundative alignment
Direct-inverse marking Secundative alignment
This chart shows that, as expected, there is no correlation between coding
and behavioural properties when it comes to predicting the alignment pat-
tern of ditransitive constructions in Cheyenne, since behavioural properties
do not follow coding properties. Thus, whereas coding properties appear to
tsé-héstoo´ éšeehaese ‘That man/boy introduced his sweetheart to his parents’, I
have not been able to find any sentence including a first or second person T.
Furthermore, it seems that nowadays the use of this verb is considered archaic and
other less formal expressions (e.g., Heške naa heho é-vése'hanámoho ‘He ate with
her parents’ or Heške naa heho é-a'xaótóho ‘He shook hands with her parents’) are
preferred.
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show a tendency towards neutral alignment, behavioural properties appear
to exhibit a clear secundative bias.
Regarding the existence of mismatches, on the one hand, flagging, pas-
sivization, relativization, and the formation of constituent questions show
neutral alignment, and, on the other hand, indexing, reflexivization, recip-
rocalization, and direct-inverse marking favour secundative alignment.38
This situation is commonly referred to as mixed alignment. Nevertheless,
although there are cases of neutral alignment, there is clear evidence in
favour of secundative alignment, which highlights the important role that
the concept of animacy plays in the grammar of this language, something
that can also be extended to all Native American languages. R and B par-
ticipants tend to be more “human” than T participants and the former
are, therefore, given more prominence than the latter.
6. Conclusion
In this paper I have presented an analysis of the verbal system in Che-
yenne. This study describes the paradigms exhibited by Cheyenne predi-
cates in terms of their valence, which allows us more accurately to classify
predicates into one-place predicates, two-place predicates, and three-place
predicates, paying special attention to the latter. The data relating to
Cheyenne ditransitive constructions show the influence of lexical factors
on variation in three-participant constructions. It seems, particularly, that
the indexation patterns that are available for a specific verb stem are lexi-
cally determined, since some ditransitive verbs can only crossreference two
participants and others can crossreference the three participants. Further-
more, this language has a number of predicates so that, depending on the
specificity of its non-subject arguments, it may cross-reference no object
argument, only the T or the R, or both of them. With respect to other
types of three-place predicates, such as benefactive and causative construc-
tions, it is possible to claim that these predicates behave analogously as
ditransitive predicates in marking all their three core arguments, provided
they represent specific participants.
While the present study does not manage to provide an account of
lexical variation in all ditransitive verbs, it nonetheless makes a contribu-
tion to existing accounts of three-participant constructions in Algonquian
38 Although the word order of NPs in ditransitive constructions seems to have a
preference for indirective alignment, this situation is really exceptional, as noted
above.
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languages. I recognize, however, that this is just a beginning and that the
lexicon of Cheyenne and especially its verbal morphology still need to be
explored and analysed in more detail in order to understand how argu-
ment realization works. More specifically, it would be very interesting to
ascertain whether other ditransitive verbs also present lexical splits and
whether if it is possible to construct a ditransitive structure in Cheyenne
with a first or second person T and/or with an inanimate R.
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